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Students and Parents,
Thank you for taking a look at Centerpoint High School’s course catalog. This catalog is designed to assist
you in making choices for classes and your future. Please read the information so that you can make
informed decisions concerning career choices, study paths, and individual course selections.
To meet the needs of all students, we offer regular courses and Advanced Placement (AP) courses. If you
have any questions about courses, please don’t hesitate to stop by my office or Mrs. Lawanda Bright’s
office.
We’re glad that you’re here, and we hope that you enjoy your time at Centerpoint High School. We will
do everything we can to make sure that you reach your educational goals. Good luck!
Sincerely,

Dr. Nic Mounts
Centerpoint High School
Principal
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Mission Statement
To develop students’ passions while providing them the tools and motivation to become productive
citizens.

Vision
Students will graduate from Centerpoint High School fully equipped to





Think critically
Communicate effectively
Act responsibly
Serve selflessly
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SMART CORE CURRICULUM REQUIREMENTS
What Is Smart Core?
Smart Core is the default curriculum for all Arkansas public high school students. Courses within the
Smart Core track include:
English
Science
Mathematics
Social Studies

Four units with emphasis on writing skills, not to include courses in oral
communications, journalism, drama or debate.
Three units including Biology plus two additional units including Physical
Science, Chemistry, or Physics.
Four units including Algebra I, Algebra II, Geometry, and an advanced math
course above Algebra II.
Three units including U.S. History, World History, and at least one-half unit
of Civics and one-half unit of Economics.

ARKANSAS ACADEMIC CHALLENGE SCHOLARSHIP
The Academic Challenge Program provides scholarships to Arkansas residents pursuing a higher
education. Funded in large part by the Arkansas Scholarship Lottery, the Academic Challenge
Scholarship is available to students regardless of their academic status, whether just graduating from
high school, currently enrolled in college, enrolling in college for the first time, or re-enrolling after a
period of time out of college.
The deadline to apply is June 1 of the student’s senior year.
NOTE: A student who is preparing to enter college upon graduation from high school should
communicate with his or her college of choice to determine specific course, grade point, and test score
requirements.
GRADING SYSTEM
The following grading system is used for all non-AP classes in grades 9-12:
Letter Grade
A
B
C
D
F

Percent Range
90-100
80-89
70-79
60-69
0-59

Quality Points
4 points
3 points
2 points
1 point
0 points

Exceptional pupils shall be graded in accordance with their individualized education plans and current
special education regulations. At the end of the second quarter, a first semester grade will be assigned.
A second semester grade will be assigned at the end of the fourth quarter. Only semester grades will be
recorded on a pupil’s permanent record.
The quarterly grades will be based upon many factors which may include, but are not limited to tests
and assignments (both oral and written); class participation; special projects and assignments; research;
class activities of various types, and items relative to the educational objectives of the class.
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The following grading system is used for all AP classes in grades 9-12:
Letter Grade
A
B
C
D
F

Percent Range
90-100
80-89
70-79
60-69
0-59

Quality Points
5 points
4 points
3 points
2 points
0 points

ADVANCED PLACEMENT COURSE TESTING
Advanced Placement (AP) courses are designed for students who want the best preparation for college
course work. For a student to receive weighted credit for an AP class, he/she must complete the entire
course, which is taught by an appropriately trained teacher. The student must also complete the
nationally-administered AP exam at the end of the year. Students who successfully complete the AP
exam can earn college credit that is accepted at most colleges and universities. Students should check
with the college of their choice to determine the college’s AP policies.
REQUIREMENTS FOR HONOR GRADUATES
To be considered an honor graduate, students may choose one of three paths: Math, Science, and Technology;
Humanities and Social Sciences; or Universal, which is an option for students who choose to mix and match
courses from the two main paths.
To graduate as an honor graduate, students must meet the following conditions:
1. Meet all requirements for graduation.
2. Have a 3.5 grade point average or better.
3. Complete the Smart Core track and all of the courses within the chosen honor graduate path.
Honor graduates will be distinguished in the following manner:
a. Cum Laude- Students with a 3.50-3.75 GPA
b. Magna Cum Laude- Students with a 3.76-3.99 GPA
c. Summa Cum Laude- Students with a 4.0 and above GPA
Students who complete Project 2020 through UA Cossatot are automatically honor graduates.
Math, Science, & Technology
AP Biology
Physics or
AP Environmental Science
Pre Calculus or College Algebra
Anatomy & Physiology

Humanities & Social Sciences
AP Language
AP Literature or Composition I
and Composition II
AP United States History
AP World History

Universal
Choose five of the eight blocks
of courses to the left.

Computer Science

Community Service Learning

Computer Science or
Community Service Learning

CONCURRENT COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL CREDIT
A student who enrolls in and successfully completes a course or courses offered by an institution of
higher education shall be entitled to receive appropriate academic credit in both the institution of
higher education and the public school in which such student is enrolled at the rate of one credit for
each three semester hours of college credit, which credit shall be applicable to graduation
requirements. To ensure proper credit, all concurrent courses must be pre-approved by the principal or
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counselor to determine unit placement. Unless approved by the school principal or counselor prior to
enrolling for the course, the concurrent credit shall be applied toward the student's graduation
requirements as an elective. Students are responsible for having the transcript for the concurrent credit
courses they have taken sent to their school in order to receive credit for the courses.
Credit for concurrent credit courses will not be given until a transcript is received. Transcripts for
students who take concurrent credit courses as partial fulfillment of take required full day of class for
students in grade 9-12 are to be received by the school by the same time grades are due for regularlyscheduled high school students. Students will retain credit applied toward a course required for high
school graduation from a previously attended accredited public school. Any and all costs of higher
education courses taken for concurrent credit are the student's responsibility
COURSE CHANGES
Each spring, students make course selections after consulting with their parents, teachers, career
coach, and counselor. Career goals and educational plans should determine course selections that
are approved by parents and counselors. Therefore, schedule changes in the fall are allowed only in
extraordinary situations and only with administrative or counselor approval.
PROJECT 2020
Project 2020 is a program for students entering the tenth grade. It allows students to concurrently enroll
in high school classes and college classes through UA Cossatot. By doing so, students will earn an
Associate’s degree through UA Cossatot the same month they earn their high school diploma.
In order to participate in Project 2020, students must meet entrance requirements established by UA
Cossatot. There are three ways to meet these requirements: ACT, ACT Aspire, or Accuplacer.
ACT

ACT Aspire

Accuplacer

The ACT is given six times per year and is
composed of reading, English, math, and
science. Students take all four sections on
a test date.

The ACT Aspire is given one time in late
April or early May. It is composed of four
sections—math, English, writing, and
science. Students take all four sections
over the course of two-three days.

The Accuplacer is given several times each
year. It has three sections—math, reading,
and writing—and students may take one,
two, or all three sections.

To register for the ACT, students should
visit actstudent.org.

Cut
Scores

Reading- 19
Math- 19
English- 19

Students are registered by counselors.

Cut
Scores

Reading- 428
Math- 432
Writing- 428

To schedule an exam, see Mrs. Kaye or
Mrs. Roberts.

Cut
Scores

Reading- 88
Math- 77
Writing (Sentence Skills)- 94

PROJECT 2020 QUALIFYING PROCEDURES
To qualify for Project 2020, students must meet at least one of the qualifying scores on the ACT Aspire
during their ninth grade year or on the ACT. If a student qualifies in one area but is deficient in another,
he or she may take the Accuplacer to obtain subsequent passing scores. In addition to these
requirements, interested students must have at least a 3.00 current high school GPA.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY ASSURANCE
The Centerpoint School District assures that no person shall, on the basis of race, color, national origin,
sex, or disabled, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENT CHECKLIST
MATHEMATICS- 4

English 9
Honors English 9
English 10
Honors English 10
English 11
AP Language

or

or

or

SOCIAL STUDIES- 3

SCIENCE- 3

Algebra I

Civics

Physical Science

Geometry

Economics

Honors Physical
Science

Algebra II

U.S. History

Algebra III

AP U.S. History

Pre-Calculus

or

World History
AP World History

Choose 2 of the 3

ENGLISH- 4

or

Chemistry

or

or

or
Honors Chemistry

Physics
Biology or Honors Biology

Transitional English 12

English 12

ELECTIVES- 7

or

AP Literature

AGRICULTURE

FINE ARTS

SOCIAL STUDIES

Survey of Ag Systems

AP Music Theory

Contemporary American History

Agri Structures

Vocal Music II, III, IV

World Geography

Oral Communication

Agri Mechanics

Instrumental Music II, III, IV

Sociology

Health

Advanced Agri Mechanics

Art II, III, IV

Psychology

Physical Education

Greenhouse Management

Art I

Plant Science

Family & Consumer Sciences

Algebra A

Instrumental Music I

Agri Metals

Foundations of Teaching

Algebra B

Meat Processing I

Food Safety and Nutrition

Geometry A

Theater

Meat Processing II

Methods of Teacher Instruction

Geometry B

Music Appreciation

Animal Science

Life Span Development

AP Calculus

Advanced Animal Science

Dynamics of Human Relationships

Agribusiness Management

Life and Fitness Nutrition

OTHER REQUIRED- 3

Vocal Music I

or

FAMILY & CONSUMER SCIENCES

Farm Management
LEGEND
Advanced Placement (AP) classes
Distance learning classes
Semester-only classes

Youth Apprenticeship
JOBS FOR ARKANSAS’ GRADS
JAG
JAG Work-Based Learning
ENGLISH
Creative Writing

Students will work with their
counselor to ensure that they
remain on track to graduate and
that all graduation requirements
are met.

MATHEMATICS
and

and

BUSINESS
Survey of Business

SCIENCE

Computerized Accounting I

AP Environmental Science

Computerized Accounting II

AP Biology

Management

Physics

Tourism Industry Management

Environmental Science

Digital Sales and Marketing

Anatomy and Physiology

Hospitality Administration

HEALTH SCIENCES

Markets and Analytics

Theater

Foundation of Sports Medicine

Yearbook I, II, III, IV

Foundation of Health Care

American Sign Language I, II

Journalism

Medical Procedures

Spanish I, II

Medical Terminology

German I, II

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Computer Science (w/Programming)

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

French I, II
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COURSES OFFERED BY CENTERPOINT HIGH SCHOOL
ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS
SMART CORE- 4 units: English 9 or Honors English 9, English 10 or Honors English 10, English 11 or AP
Language, English 12 or AP Literature
CORE- English 9 or Honors English 9, English 10 or Honors English 10, English 11 or AP Language, English
12 or AP Literature
ENGLISH 9

This course is a study of grammar and mechanics including
sentences structure, parts of speech, spelling, vocabulary,
and written composition. A wide variety of literary genres
will be introduced including fiction.

HONORS ENGLISH 9
(Formerly Pre AP English 9)

This course is an in-depth study of the English
language including literary and rhetorical analysis,
writing composition, and research. A wide variety of
literary genres will be analyzed including fiction,
nonfiction, drama, and epic poetry. Independent
reading, research, and writing will be required.

ENGLISH 10

English 10 emphasizes the study of various literary genres
and the writing process. In the course of this study,
grammar, mechanics, and vocabulary skills will be further
developed. A research paper or research project may be
required.

HONORS ENGLISH 10
(Formerly Pre AP English 10)

This course prepares students for the AP Language and AP
Literature by presenting an in-depth study of mechanics,
grammar, and composition skills. Also included is a survey
of the various literary forms with an emphasis on the
mastery of the literary terms and their application in
composition. An intensive vocabulary study accompanies
both the grammar and literature. A research paper may be
required. This class requires independent writing and
reading.

ENGLISH 11

English 11 includes the study of grammar, mechanics, usage,
and sentence structure as they relate to expository writing.
College preparatory vocabulary is stressed. Students are
taught analytical skills as they read the classics written by
American authors. Juniors will complete a research paper.

AP LANGUAGE

In preparation for AP Literature and college writing, AP
Language emphasizes writing and reasoning. Students will
complete an in-depth analysis of American non-fiction as
well as fiction. Students will practice writing argument,
exposition, definition, compare-contrast, description and
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persuasion essays. Students will conduct research to support
and enhance their writing. This study of non-fiction and
essays prepares students for the Advanced Placement
Language Composition test. Course objectives are designed
to prepare students for the literature and composition
Advanced Placement exam. Students who successfully
complete the AP exam can earn college credit that is
accepted at most colleges and universities. Students should
check with the college of their choice to determine the
college’s AP policies.
ENGLISH 12

Intensive training in expository writing and a survey of
British literature are basic to this course. Students read
for ideas and express their own ideas in clear, correct,
and forceful writing. The course stresses development of
improved study habits, extensive vocabulary, and general
reviews of grammar, mechanics, and usage. The senior
formal paper is a literary analysis.

AP LITERATURE

Through extensive reading and writing, students learn of the
resources of language: connotation, metaphor, irony, syntax,
and tone. Writing assignments emphasize the critical analysis
of literature. Studies include British, American and world
literature. Course objectives are designed to prepare
students for the literature and composition Advanced
Placement exam. Course objectives are designed to prepare
students for the literature and composition Advanced
Placement exam. Students who successfully complete the AP
exam can earn college credit that is accepted at most
colleges and universities. Students should check with the
college of their choice to determine the college’s AP policies.

CREATIVE WRITING
(Grades 9-12)

This one-semester class provides students with an
introduction into creative forms writing including poems,
short stories, and dramas.

ORAL COMMUNICATION
(Grades 9-12)

The one-semester course provides students with an
understanding of the dynamics of effective communication
when speaking, listening, and responding. Students will
express ideas and present information in a variety of
communication tasks including small group discussion,
formal and informal presentations, and oral interpretation of
literature. Students will develop basic communication
competencies including ethical practices in communication;
recognition of communication barriers; and effective use of
interpersonal communication, listening, verbal and
nonverbal messages, and use of digital media.
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THEATER
(Grades 9-12)

This one-semester course provides students with a basic
understanding of the basic principles of theater including
analyzing and writing screenplays, constructing props, and
making costumes.

JOURNALISM I
(Grades 9-12)

Journalism I is a two-semester course designed to introduce
students to the world of media. Students in Journalism I will
become analytical consumers of media and technology to
enhance their communication skills. Writing, technology, and
visual and electronic media are used as tools for learning as
students create, clarify, critique, and produce effective
communication. Students will learn journalistic guidelines for
writing, design, and photography, which include objectivity,
responsibility, and credibility.

FUNDAMENTAL
JOURNALISM/YEARBOOK I
(Grades 10-12)

This course forms the staff of the district’s yearbook.
Students are admitted through application and approval of
the adviser.

INTERMEDIATE
JOURNALISM/YEARBOOK II, III
(Grades 10-12)

This course forms the staff of the district’s yearbook.
Students are admitted through application and approval of
the adviser.

CRITICAL READING
(Grade 9)

This one-semester course is typically assigned to all ninth
grade students. It focuses on reading, grammar, and writing
skills and complements the learning in English 9 or Honors
English 9.
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MATHEMATICS
SMART CORE- 4 units: Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II plus choice of Pre-Cal, Calculus, Algebra III, or an
Advanced Placement Math
CORE- 4 units: Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II or Algebra A/B and Geometry A/B
ALGEBRA I
(Grades 9-12)

This is a year-long course in the study of college-preparatory
mathematics. Topics include sets, translation of mathematical
sentences for problem solving, linear equations, linear
inequalities, factoring graphs, and quadratic equations.
Successful completion of this full year course (or Pre-AP
Algebra), is required for graduation.

GEOMETRY
(Grades 9-12)

This course is the study of basic concepts of Euclidean
geometry dealing with points, lines, and planes. Topics
include angles, triangles and other polygons, congruence,
similarity, introduction to proof, area and volume, ratio and
proportion, circles, right triangle trigonometry, and
coordinate geometry. This course is designed for students
who do not intend to major in math or science in college.

ALGEBRA A
(Grades 9-12)

The purpose of this course is to formalize and extend the
mathematics students learned in the middle grades. It is built
on the middle grades standards and is a more ambitious
version of Algebra I. The critical areas (units) deepen and
extend understanding of linear and exponential relationships
by contrasting them with each other and by applying linear
models to data that exhibit a linear trend. Students engage in
methods for analyzing, solving, and using quadratic functions.
The Mathematical Practice Standards apply throughout each
course and, together with the content standards, prescribe
that students experience mathematics as a coherent, useful,
and logical subject that makes use of their ability to make
sense of problem situations.

Students who take this course MUST
follow by taking Algebra B the next
year.

ALGEBRA B
(Grades 9-12)
Prerequisite: Algebra A

GEOMETRY A
(Grades 9-12)
Students who take this course MUST

This course, a follow-up to Algebra A, formalizes and extends
the mathematics that students learned in the middle grades.
It is built on the middle grades standards and is a more
ambitious version of Algebra I. It delves deeper into The
Mathematical Practice Standards and the content standards
so that students can experience mathematics as a coherent,
useful, and logical subject that makes use of their ability to
make sense of problem situations.
This course formalizes and extends students’ geometric
experiences from the middle grades. Students explore more
complex geometric situations and deepen their explanations
of geometric relationships, moving towards formal
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take Geometry B the following year.

mathematical arguments. The Mathematical Practice
Standards, together with the content standards, prescribe
that students experience mathematics as a coherent, useful,
and logical subject that makes use of their ability to make
sense of problem situations.

GEOMETRY B
(Grades 9-12)

This course is a follow-up to Geometry A and delves deeper
into formalizing and extending students’ geometric
experiences from the middle grades. Students deepen their
explanations of geometric relationships, moving towards
formal mathematical arguments.

Prerequisite: Geometry A

CRITICAL NOTE: Students who successfully complete Algebra A, Algebra B, Geometry A, and
Geometry B will have fulfilled all mathematics requirements for graduation. However, completing this
course of study may not qualify students for all available scholarships, and it will not guarantee
unconditional entry into college. More about these options should be discussed with your counselor.
ALGEBRA II
Algebra II is designed for students who have successfully
(Grades 10-12)
completed Algebra I (or its equivalent). Algebra II will build on
the basic concepts presented in Algebra I to encourage higher
order thinking. Algebra II students will represent and analyze
mathematical situations. The students will analyze and apply
a variety of methods to model and graph linear and nonlinear
equations and inequalities. Students will also use algebraic,
graphical, and numerical methods for analysis of quadratic
equations and functions and polynomials and rational
functions. Exponential functions, logarithmic functions, data
analysis, and probability will be explored in Algebra II.
ALGEBRA III
(Grades 11-12)

This course will enhance the higher level thinking skills
developed in Algebra II through a more in-depth study of
those concepts and exploration of some pre-calculus
concepts. Students in Algebra III will be challenged to
increase understanding of algebraic, graphical, and numerical
methods to analyze, translate and solve polynomial, rational,
exponential, and logarithmic functions. Modeling real world
situations is an important part of this course. Sequences and
series will be used to represent and analyze real world
problems and mathematical situations. Algebra III will also
include a study of matrices and conics.

PRE-CALCULUS/TRIGONOMETRY
(GRADES 11-12)

Pre-Calculus including trigonometry is designed for students
who have successfully completed Algebra II and Geometry.
Students will use symbolic reasoning and analytical methods
to represent mathematical situations, to express
generalizations, and to study mathematical concepts and the
relationships among them. Students will use functions and
equations as tools for expressing generalizations. This course
will emphasize a study of trigonometric functions and

Prerequisites: Algebra I, Algebra II,
Geometry, and a score of 19+ on the
math section of the ACT.
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identities as well as applications of right triangle trigonometry
and circular functions. Students will be introduced to polar
coordinates in this course.
AP CALCULUS
(GRADE 12 ONLY)
Prerequisites: Pre-Calculus

This course is for students who have a thorough knowledge of
college-preparatory mathematics, including PreCalculus/Trigonometry. Topics include elementary functions,
limits, differential calculus, and integral calculus as defined in
the College Board Advanced Placement Course Description.
Course objectives are designed to prepare students for the
Calculus Advanced Placement exam. Students who
successfully complete the AP exam can earn college credit
that is accepted at most colleges and universities. Students
should check with the college of their choice to determine the
college’s AP policies.
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SCIENCE
SMART CORE- 3 UNITS: Physical Science and Biology plus the choice of Chemistry and/or Physics, AP
Environmental Science, AP Biology
CORE- 3 UNITS: Physical Science, Biology, Chemistry, or Physics plus choice of Earth Science,
Environmental Science, Anatomy and Physiology
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
(Grade 9)

This course focuses on the study of matter and energy and
their relationships. Students develop an understanding for
matter and the everyday application of physical science
principles. Topics include measurement and motion, patterns,
and changes in matter, light and sound, and energy
resources.

HONORS PHYSICAL SCIENCE
(Grade 9)
(Formerly Pre AP Physical Science)

This course is a more in-depth study of physical science.
Physical science is a study of matter and energy and their
relationships. Students develop an understanding for matter
and the everyday application of physical science principles.
Topics include measurement and motion, patterns, and
changes in matter, light and sound, and energy resources.

ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE
(Grades 10-12)

This course provides students with the scientific principles,
concepts, and methodologies required to understand the
interrelationships of the natural world, to identify and
analyze environmental problems both natural and manmade, to evaluate the relative risks associated with these
problems, and to examine alternative solutions for resolving
and/or preventing them.

AP ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE
(Grades 11-12)

This is an Advanced Placement course designed to prepare
the student for the AP Environmental Science exam. This
year-long course, which utilizes a college-level text, details
the environmental constraints which humankind confronts
and describes actions that can be taken in order to cope
successfully with them. A deeper understanding of and
appreciation for nature is developed through discussions
regarding ecological principles, population, conservation,
pollution, natural resources and other issues.

Prerequisites: Biology, Chemistry, and
Algebra I

Course objectives are designed to prepare students for the
Environmental Science Advanced Placement exam. Students
who successfully complete the AP exam can earn college
credit that is accepted at most colleges and universities.
Students should check with the college of their choice to
determine the college’s AP policies.
BIOLOGY
(Grade 10)

Biology is a study of organisms from simple through complex
forms. The study includes the use of the microscope,
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dissection, and laboratory experiments. The nature of
pathogenic organisms and the diseases they produce will be
included.
HONORS BIOLOGY
(Grade 10)
(Formerly Pre AP Biology)

This course is a more in-depth study of biology. Biology is a
study of organisms from simple through complex forms. The
study includes the use of the microscope, dissection, and
laboratory experiments. The nature of pathogenic organisms
and the diseases they produce will be included. This class is
recommended for students who wish to take AP Biology.

AP BIOLOGY
(Grades 11-12)

This course is comparable to college-level general biology.
Course content progresses from the study of the biochemical
and physiological aspects of the cell to the study of the
complete plant or animal. Course objectives are designed to
prepare students for the Biology Advanced Placement exam.
Students who successfully complete the AP exam can earn
college credit that is accepted at most colleges and
universities. Students should check with the college of their
choice to determine the college’s AP policies.

Prerequisites: Chemistry and Pre-AP
Biology are recommended.

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
(Grades 10-12)
Prerequisite: Grade of A or B in
Biology or Grade of A, B, or C, in PreAP Biology.
HONORS CHEMISTRY
(Grades 10-12)
(Formerly Pre AP Chemistry)
Prerequisites: Completion of Algebra I
and Geometry with a grade of B or
higher and a recommendation from
Biology teacher.)
CHEMISTRY
(Grades 10-12)
Prerequisites: Completion of Algebra I
and Geometry with a grade of B or
higher.
PHYSICS
(Grades 11-12)

This course is the study of structure and function of the
human body organ systems. Students who plan to enter any
of the medical fields should consider taking this course.

This course will be a more in-depth study of chemistry. This
course develops an understanding of the basic concepts
underlying the principles of chemistry. Examples of chemical
behavior are explored in the laboratory. This course is college
preparatory. It provides information which makes a better
understanding and appreciation of our environment possible.

This course develops an understanding of the basic concepts
underlying the principles of chemistry. Examples of chemical
behavior are explored in the laboratory. This course is college
preparatory. It provides information which makes a better
understanding and appreciation of our environment possible.

In this course, students learn essential concepts of physics
through demonstrations, laboratory work, and discussion.
Careful gathering and analysis of quantitative data is stressed.
Some of the topics covered in this course are mechanics,
electricity and magnetism, sound and light.
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SOCIAL STUDIES
SMART CORE- 3 UNITS: U.S. History, World History, Civics (½), Economics (½).
CORE- 3 UNITS: U.S. History, World History, Civics (½), Economics ½)
WORLD HISTORY
(Grades 10-12)

This course is the study of human cultural development and
civilizations from earliest existence to modern times.
Consideration is given to the study of cultural heritage to
develop an understanding of civilization today. The course
concludes with a brief survey of current world events and
relationships between the many countries.

AP WORLD HISTORY
(Grades 10-12)

Course objectives are designed to prepare students for the
World History Advanced Placement exam. Students who
successfully complete the AP exam can earn college credit
that is accepted at most colleges and universities. Students
should check with the college of their choice to determine
the college’s AP policies.

U.S. HISTORY
(Grades 11-12)

This course presents a brief review of our country’s history
from arrival of the first Americans to the Civil War (1865).
Comprehensive coverage is given from the Reconstruction
Period to present day events.

AP U.S. HISTORY
(Grades 11-12)

Course objectives are designed to prepare students for the
U.S. History Advanced Placement exam. Students who
successfully complete the AP exam can earn college credit
that is accepted at most colleges and universities. Students
should check with the college of their choice to determine
the college’s AP policies.

CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN STUDIES
(Semester)
(Grades 9-12)

Contemporary American History is a one-semester elective
course that delves deeper into United States History since
World War II. Students will learn about changing culture,
technology, the Cold War, global conflicts, the world
economy, the environment, and study the effects on
contemporary society in the United States. This course
affords the opportunity to go into much greater detail
regarding recent United States History than the required
survey course (American History/United States History).

Local Credit Only

WORLD GEOGRAPHY
(Semester)
(Grades 9-12)

World Geography is a one-semester high school social
studies elective course that emphasizes the interaction of
humans and their physical and cultural environments. The
study of geography will focus on five major themes:
location, place, human/environment interactions,
movement, and regions. The study includes current
developments around the world that affect physical and
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cultural settings. Physical settings studies will include
topography, resources, climates, and environmental
conditions. Cultural settings include population, political
structures, life styles, economics, and customs. Students will
analyze and interpret a variety of geographic resources and
use primary and secondary sources, maps, pictorial and
graphic evidence, as well as newer technologies. This course
stresses application, problem-solving, higher-order thinking
skills, and use of classroom performance-based/open-ended
assessments with rubrics.
PSYCHOLOGY
(Semester)
(Grades 11-12)

This course is an introduction to the field of psychology,
the scientific study of human and animal behavior.
Included will be an overview of each of the major
subfields in psychology.

SOCIOLOGY
(Semester)
(Grades 10-12)

Sociology is the scientific study of human interaction and
relationships. The course includes instruction in the
process of socialization, roles, structure of society, groups,
and social stratification. Students study race, ethnic
relations, and issues within families, education, and
religion.

ECONOMICS
(Semester)
(Grade 12)

Economics is a one-semester course that emphasizes
economic fundamentals, microeconomics, macroeconomics,
and personal financial management. Students will explore
the interrelationships among the roles played by
consumers, producers, capital, land, and labor as well as the
interrelationships among economic, political, and social
lives. Additionally, students will examine the relationship
between individual choices and the direct influence of these
choices on occupational goals and future earnings potential.
Economics stresses application, problem-solving, higherorder thinking skills, and use of classroom performancebased, open-ended assessments with rubrics.

CIVICS
(Semester)
(Grade 12)

This course is designed to study the foundations and
structure of United States government and the basic
rights and responsibilities of citizenship. The role of the
individual citizen is emphasized.
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ART I
(Grades 9-12)

ART II: DRAWING AND PAINTING
(Grades 10-12)
Prerequisite: Art I

ART III: DRAWING AND PAINTING
(Grades 11-12)
Prerequisite: Art II: Drawing and
Painting

ART IV: STUDIO ART
(Grades 11-12)
Prerequisite: Art III: Drawing and
Painting

FINE ARTS
This is a full-year course covering the basic elements and
principles of design. In the first semester, students study
guideline lettering, drawing and shading basic forms, linear
perspective, color theory, mixing colors and other basic
painting techniques in tempera. In the second semester,
students are exposed to a variety of media and techniques,
as they continue their study of the fundamentals. Color,
pattern, patience, and precision are emphasized. Students
will create original works in colored pencil and are
encouraged to enter a competition. Students must
successfully complete the first semester of Art I or General
Art before continuing a second semester of study.
This is a full-year course, designed for those who have
successfully completed Art I, which will allow students the
opportunity to further develop artistic skills, through
research, observation, and critique. Students will explore
advanced methods and media, in both painting and drawing
to create original, complex compositions, and they should
expect to enter competitions each semester.
Art III is a full-year course designed for students who have
successfully completed Art II. Students experience a range
of media and study advanced methods and techniques of
drawing and painting in an effort to create original, complex
compositions that are more expressive, and solve more
complex art problems. Some painting (oil or otherwise)
should be expected. Portfolios that reflect personal growth
are required. Students are encouraged to keep a sketchbook
and they are expected to participate in exhibits and
contests. Digital portfolios are recommended.
Art IV is a full-year course designed for advanced art
students who have successfully completed Art III and may
be considering a career in the visual arts. Students, through
research, production, and critique, will create a body of
meaningful artwork that demonstrates mastery of basic and
advanced art concepts. Student work will be independent,
self-directed, and self-paced, with the teacher primarily
serving as facilitator. However, students will be expected to
complete a competitive-level piece every three to four
weeks (approximately five new pieces each semester) and
exhibit artwork and enter contests often. Sketchbooks are
required and students will be expected to assemble a
classroom portfolio that reflects experience across a
breadth of media and subject matter. At the end of the
course, students should submit a digital portfolio,
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containing 12-15 examples of their best high school work,
suitable for college application.
AP ART 2D Design
(Grades 11-12)
Prerequisite: Art II: Drawing and
Painting and Art III: Drawing and
Painting.

The AP Studio class is designed specifically for students
pursuing a career in the visual arts. The AP student will
complete one of two portfolios: A Drawing Portfolio or a 2-D
THIS CLASS IS
Design Portfolio. The student must complete a minimum of
24 pieces and/or a maximum of 29 pieces of art for this
class. If a student completes and submits the portfolio for
2020-2021.
the FOR
AP testing
and receives a “2” or higher, he/she will
receive AP credit and the new class rank and GPA will be
adjusted.

INACTIVE

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC I
(Grades 9-12)

Band students are selected by audition or recommendation
of the director. Those enrolled in band are required to
participate in all public presentations, parades, contests,
and festivals.

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC II, III, IV
(Grades 9-12)

These courses includes both marching band and concert
band and are full-year courses. More advanced instrumental
techniques are taught as students build on the skills in
previous courses.

MUSIC APPRECIATION
(Grades 9-12)

This course teaches students the history of music and
teaches them to appreciate the different musicians,
instruments, and genres of music. Students will learn to play
guitar so that they have a basic understanding of music.

JAZZ BAND I, II
(Grades 9-12)

Course designed to introduce students to jazz performance,
THIS CLASS IS
composition and history. All Jazz Band students, except
Piano and Guitar, must also enroll in Instrumental Music I, II,
III, or IV.
FOR 2020-2021.

VOCAL MUSIC I
(Grades 9-12)

The ensemble participates in several performances
throughout the school year. Performance participation is
required and is a major component of the course grade.

VOCAL MUSIC II, III, IV
(Grades 10-12)

This choral ensemble, made up of experienced singers, will
study advanced choral literature, both a cappella and
accompanied. Movement may be incorporated into the
performances. This ensemble will perform for community,
regional, and state events throughout the school year.
Performance participation is required and is a major
component of the course grade.

INACTIVE
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HEALTH AND SAFETY
(Semester)
(Grades 9-12)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH and SAFETY
This course emphasizes the understanding and prevention
of disease. It creates an awareness of special health
problems and the medical effects of a socially changing
climate. It encourages students to develop strong minds and
bodies through positive behavioral changes and good health
habits.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(Semester)
Grades 9-12)

Physical education courses provide an extensive array of
physical activities for every student. The activities develop
each student’s skill, interest, and appreciation for life-long
learning, activity, and recreation.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(Grades 9-12)

Physical education courses provide an extensive array of
physical activities for every student. The activities develop
each student’s skill, interest, and appreciation for life-long
learning, activity and recreation.
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SURVEY OF BUSINESS
(Grades 9-12)

BUSINESS EDUCATION
This course provides students with an introduction to
business applications that are necessary to live and work in
a technological society. Emphasis is given to hardware,
concepts, and business uses of applications. The business
applications covered are word processing, database,
spreadsheet, and telecommunications, presentation, and
webpage design.

COMPUTERIZED
ACCOUNTING I
(Grades 10-12)

Computerized Accounting I emphasizes basic accounting
principles as they relate to both manual and computerized
financial systems. Instruction is on an integrated basis using
computers and electronic calculators as the relationships
and processes of manual and computerized accounting are
presented. Entry-level skills in the accounting occupations
can be attained.

COMPUTERIZED
ACCOUNTING II
(Grades 11-12)

Computerized Accounting II builds on the skills and concepts
learned in Computerized Accounting I. Students who
complete both courses may count them as their fourth
math elective.

Prerequisite: Computerized
Accounting I
MANAGEMENT
(Grades 10-12)

Management assists students in understanding
management functions. Students study the management
process, decision making, environmental factors, ethics, and
social responsibility. Planning, organizing, leading, and
controlling are emphasized as well as concepts of staffing,
leadership, communications, entrepreneurship, and
international management.

TOURISM INDUSTRY MANAGEMENT
(Grades 10-12)

Tourism Industry Management is an introduction to
customer service, management, and supervisory
development, management theory, decision making,
organization, communications, human relations, leadership
training, personnel training, travel counseling,
reservationists, ticketing, tour development, security, sales,
travel, and tourism accounting, marketing, and convention
management, applicable local, state, and federal laws and
asset management.

HOSPITALITY ADMINISTRATION
(Grades 11-12)

Hospitality Administration is a one-semester study of the
hospitality industry. Students will become familiar with
careers in hospitality and the primary segments of the
hospitality industry. The importance of personal
presentation, communication skills, guest satisfaction, the
ability to perform basic business math, along with basic
marketing concepts will also be covered in this course.

Prerequisite: Tourism Industry
Management
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DIGITAL SALES AND MARKETING
(Formerly Social Media
Communications)
(Grades 10-12)

This course provides a project-based course that enhances
technology skills, job search and employability skills along
with communication skills. Students will create an online
electronic career portfolio focused on an individual career
path, create social media and viral marketing campaigns,
participate in video conferencing, cloud-based
collaboration, and learn and practice other workplacerelated communication technologies and channels.

MARKETS AND ANALYTICS
(Grades 11-12)

This course extends training in managing digital marketing
content and data to maintain brand integrity, customer
satisfaction, and profitability of a business. Students will
learn strategies for creating effective digital marketing
content directed toward specific target markets and for
specific online platforms. Students will also explore and
practice various methods for gathering and analyzing data in
order to maximize return on investment for digital and
content marketing efforts.

Prerequisite: Digital Sales and
Marketing
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FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES
FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES
Family and Consumer Sciences is designed to provide
(Grades 9-12)
students with basic information and skills needed to function
effectively within the family and within a changing, complex
society. Emphasis is given to the development of
competencies related to Family, Career, and Community
Leaders of America; individual and family relationships;
housing and interior design; wardrobe planning and
selection; garment care and construction; the physical,
emotional, social and intellectual development of children;
nutrition and food selection; healthy lifestyle choices; meal
planning, preparation and service; home management;
money management; the application of current technology
in the home and workplace. Upon completion of this course,
students will have developed life skills that promote a
positive influence on the quality of life.
LIFESPAN DEVELOPMENT
(Grades 9-12)

This course focuses on skills needed to guide the physical,
intellectual, emotional, and social development of children.
This course focuses on development of career-ready skills
related to pregnancy and prenatal development, types and
stages of child growth and development, needs of children,
factors influencing the behavior of children, children with
special needs, coping with crises, the effects of technology
on child development, and careers related to the area of
child development. Students will also gain knowledge and
skills of the parenting process and parenting skills, costs
related to raising children, resources available to parents,
and factors to consider when selecting childcare and
education options. This course will benefit anyone who lives
with, associates with, or works with children in various
career fields.

FOOD SAFETY AND NUTRITION
(Grades 9-12)

Experiences in this course focus on the development of skills
needed to select, prepare, and serve food that meets
nutritional needs of individuals and families. Emphasis in this
course is given to the development of competencies related
to nutrition, weight control, the food consumer, the effect of
technology on food and nutrition, kitchen organization and
equipment, safety and sanitation, menu planning, serving
and eating food, food preparation, eating away from home,
and jobs and career opportunities in the field of food and
nutrition.

LIFE AND FITNESS NUTRITION
(Grades 9-12)

This course enables students to analyze the interaction of
nutrition, foods, and fitness for overall wellness. In this
course, students will develop nutrition and fitness habits to
make wise decisions regarding healthy living. Students will
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develop higher order thinking skills and academic skills in the
areas of math, science, language arts, and social studies
through the evaluation of relevant nutrition and wellness
information. The course is for students with interests in
health and wellness, fitness, and foods and nutrition related
career pathways.
DYNAMICS OF HUMAN
RELATIONSHIPS
(Grades 9-12)

This course focuses on the nature, function, and significance
of human relationships within family, community and career
settings. This course examines skills needed for positive and
productive relationships. The course also includes the study
of these relationships and their effects on an individual’s life.
The course includes the importance of mental wellness,
positive coping techniques, and awareness of treatment
options of mental illnesses. This course provides a
foundation for all career areas that involve interacting with
families, mental health and wellness, treatment team
members, clients, patients, customers, and the public.

FOUNDATIONS OF TEACHING
(Grades 10-12)

This course is designed to provide students with information
and experiences in the field of education. Students will plan
and direct individualized instruction and group activities,
prepare instructional materials, assist with record keeping,
make physical arrangements, and experience other
responsibilities of classroom teachers. Students are involved
in observations as well as direct student instruction;
placement rotations are utilized to allow students to gain
experiences in various education career roles, grade levels,
subject areas, and ability groups.

METHODS OF TEACHER INSTRUCTION
(Grades 10-12)

This course is designed to integrate psychological,
sociological, and philosophical foundations, which prepare
students for positive field experiences. This course
encourages prospective teachers to become responsible,
professional, and ethical as they explore the teaching
profession. The students will research and examine
foundations within the educational system.
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AGRICULTURE EDUCATION
SURVEY OF AGRICULTURE SYSTEMS
This is a foundation course for all agricultural programs of
(Grade 8-12)
study. Topics covered include general agriculture, FFA,
leadership, supervised agricultural experience, animal
systems, plant systems, agribusiness systems, food products
& processing, biotechnology, natural resources systems,
environmental service systems, and power, structural and
technical systems.
ANIMAL SCIENCE
(Grades 10-12)

Topics covered in Animal Science include animal
biotechnology, animal behavior, classification, consumer
concerns, animal welfare, genetics, scientific selection,
reproduction, growth and development, nutrition, meat
science, and diseases. Opportunities are provided for
students to participate in FFA and supervised experience
activities.

ADVANCED ANIMAL SCIENCE
(Grades 10-12)

This course is designed at the local level for specialized
instruction as determined by the local advisory committee
and administration in a specific area of animal science. Prerequisites would be animal science.

Prerequisite: Animal Science
GREENHOUSE MANAGEMENT
(Grades 10-12)
Prerequisite: Plant Science

This course offers the serious horticulture student an in
depth study of greenhouse management practices.
Structural considerations are covered, as well as plant
propagation techniques, pesticide use, and marketing
strategies. The student will receive ample opportunity to
practice the skills learned during the course.

PLANT SCIENCE
(Grades 10-12)

This course covers the relationship between plants and
people, plant morphology and physiology, plant production,
the environment, soil, careers in plant science, and other
related areas.

YOUTH APPRENTICESHIP
(Grades 11-12)

Students enrolled in this course must be employed in an
agricultural-related field. Students will learn about basic
employment skills and develop a better understanding of the
workplace and how agriculture serves the needs of the
community.

MEATS PROCESSING I, II,
CAPSTONE
(Grades 10-12)

These laboratory-specific courses are designed to develop
skill in the slaughter and processing of animals. These
courses emphasize safety, sanitation, equipment care and
maintenance, slaughter procedures, wholesale meat
fabrication, meat quality including quality and yield grade,
preparation, and merchandising trends.
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AGRICULTURAL METALS
(Grades 10-12)

This course covers safety, technical information, and metal
fabrication concepts. The course will develop knowledge and
skill in the following areas: tool fitting, metals and metal
work, metal fasteners, advanced oxyacetylene welding and
cutting, and arc welding applications, including SMAW,
GMAW, TIG, and plasma arc processes. Supervised
experience and FFA will be integrated, as appropriate
throughout the course.

AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS
(Grades 10-12)

This course connects scientific principles with mechanical
skills. The course will develop understanding and skills in the
traditional areas of agricultural mechanics including the
following: safety, metal technology, small engines, graphics,
tool maintenance, woodworking, concrete and masonry,
electricity, plumbing, and surveying. Supervised experience
and FFA will be integrated, as appropriate throughout.

AGRICULTURAL STRUCTURES
(Grades 10-12)

This course will provide instruction to develop skills in
agricultural buildings and construction, including planning
and drawing, land and construction surveying, and building
with wood, roofing materials, concrete and masonry,
plumbing, and painting and finishing. It will also include
appropriate instruction on safety, FFA, and supervised
experience activities.

ADVANCED AGRICULTURAL
MECHANICS
(Grades 10-12)

This course introduces students to computerized numerical
controlled (CNC) devices. Students learn how to operate the
necessary computer software to design projects and to
operate the machinery. Students will also learn skills
involving agricultural power systems, small engine
technology, and agricultural electricity.

Prerequisite: Agricultural Mechanics

AGRIBUSINESS MANAGEMENT
(Grades 10-12)

This course introduces students to the business management
side of agriculture. Students will learn basic accounting
procedures required of many agriculture-based careers.
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MEDICAL PROCEDURES
(Grades 11-12)

HEALTH CAREERS
This course is designed to help students develop specific
and general skills needed by the health science technology
professional. Areas of topic include safety, infection
control, vital signs, CPR/First Aid, medical math, medical
charting, and abbreviations, and medical abbreviations.

MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY
(Grades 11-12)

This course assists students in developing the language used
for communication in the healthcare profession. Areas of
study include fundamental word structures, terminology for
diagnostic and imaging procedures, and general medical
terms for the body systems.

FOUNDATIONS OF HEALTH CARE
(Grades 11-12)

This course is designed to introduce students to medical
professions and the basic foundational skills for first aid and
the treatment of patients.

FOUNDATIONS OF SPORTS
MEDICINE
(Grades 11-12)

This course will introduce students to the realities of the
sports medicine field and educate them about the role an
athletic trainer plays in the field. Students will learn a variety
of concepts in healthcare from sports medicine’s historical
foundations to injury management.
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JAG
(Grades 11-12)

JAG WORK-BASED LEARNING
(Grade 12)

JOBS FOR ARKANSAS’ GRADUATES (JAG)
JAG can be utilized in any program of study and can count
as credit toward a student’s vocational career focus/major.
The program’s goal is to ensure student graduation (or
GED) and prepare students for workplace success whether
their career begins immediately upon high school
graduation, entry into military service, or requires them to
complete postsecondary education/training.
JAG Work-Based Learning is an opportunity for students to
learn a job skill in a real-world environment. Students, with
assistance from the JAG instructors, will find employment
with a local business or industry and
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CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
PROGRAMS OF STUDY
By completing a program of study in a career and technical education area and passing the certification
exam specific to the program, students earn completer status.
There are currently 14 programs of study from which students may choose. Students may also choose to
take part in the Jobs for Arkansas’ Graduates program.

Survey of Agricultural
Systems

1

Plant Science

1

Agricultural Mechanics
Advanced Agricultural
Mechanics

1

Youth Apprenticeship

1

Agricultural Metals

1

Agricultural Structures

1

Youth Apprenticeship

1

or

or

1

FOOD PRODUCTS AND
PROCESSING SYSTEMS
Survey of Agricultural
Systems

AGRIBUSINESS
SYSTEMS
Survey of Agricultural
Systems

1

Agribusiness Management

1

Meat Processing I

1

Meat Processing II

1

Animal Science

1

Youth Apprenticeship

1

Agricultural
Mechanics

1

Plant Science

1

Youth Apprenticeship

1
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ANIMAL SYSTEMS

1

Greenhouse
Management

or

or

PLANT SYSTEMS

AGRICULTURE
POWER, STRUCTURAL, AND
TECHNICAL SYSTEMS
Survey of Agricultural
1
Systems

1

Survey of Agricultural
Systems

1

Animal Science

1

Advanced Animal
Science

1

Youth Apprenticeship

1

BUSINESS
DIGITAL MARKETING

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM

Survey of Business

1

Survey of Business

1

Survey of Business

1

Management

1

Digital Sales and Marketing

1

Tourism Industry
Management

1

Computerized Accounting I

1

Markets and Analytics

1

Hospitality Administration

1

ACCOUNTING
Survey of Business

1

Computerized Accounting I

1

Computerized Accounting II

1

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCE
NUTRITION SCIENCE
HUMAN AND SOCIAL SERVICES
AND DIETETICS
Family and Consumer
Family and Consumer
1
1
Sciences
Sciences

PRE-EDUCATOR
Life Span Development

1

Life Span Development

1

Food Safety and Nutrition

1

Foundations of Teaching

1

Dynamics of Human
Relationships

1

Life and Fitness Nutrition

1

Methods of Teacher
Instruction

1

HEALTH SCIENCE
MEDICAL PROFESSIONS
SPORTS MEDICINE
Foundations of Health
Foundations of Sports
1
Care
Medicine

1

Anatomy and Physiology

1

Anatomy and Physiology

1

Medical Procedures

1

Medical Procedures

1

Medical Terminology

1

Medical Terminology

1
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